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Antonia Rose
Entertainment Editor

As graduation readily approaches for 
the class of 2014, all types of questions are 
floating about. Where is the graduation be-
ing held? When do the seniors take their 
finals? However, the most important ques-
tion is, “What will the class of 2014’s gift 
to the school be?” Though originally in-
tended to be a surprise to the student body, 
the gift from the class of 2014 has such rare 
and distinct qualities that it will be nearly 
impossible for future classes to top it. Soon 
to be instituted near the tennis courts in 
the old metal warehouse is El Camino and 
Sacramento’s very first “Eagle Pride Egg 
Hatchery.” 

The student body will be responsible 
for raising two bald eagles after hatching 
them to keep as mascots as well as to aid in 
the regeneration of the species. 

The two unborn eagles --who have yet 
to be named-- are due to arrive at El Cami-
no on May 1st of this year and are due to 
hatch, consequently, June 3rd. There is no 
doubt that the addition of these two eagles 
to the already growing family of two thou-
sand students and over one hundred staff, 
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“Eagle Hatchery” 
continued on 

page 3
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Tressa Furry
Spotlight Editor

El Camino upholds a fine AP Physics 
program, in part due to the teacher behind 
it: Mr. Baker. He keeps students on their 
toes as they conduct labs in each aspect 
of physics, draw force diagrams at a rate 
of 100 per minute, and cry over the 
dreaded Marble Factory Project, 
all while making AP Physics 
a unique experience. How-
ever, everyone has a secret 
to hide, and Mr. Baker’s 
was revealed just re-
cently. He’s a part of a 
Swedish death metal 
band that rehearses in 
room 61 every night at 
midnight. 

This came as a shock 
to many, and shock is ex-
actly what he’s going for. 
The band he assembled call 
themselves “Nice!,” after Bak-
er’s catchphrase. They cover some 
famous metal bands of the 1980s, but they 
have even created some original songs. 

The look of the band is not as much 
of a shock factor, but interesting in the 
least. Inspired by the 70s glam rock band 
“KISS,” Baker and his bandmates don 
facepaint with certain physics equations 

Baker accelerates onward in his 
Swedish death metal band, “Nice!”

and symbols in red. Baker being the leader 
of the band, he sports the equation “Fnet = 
ma,” representing the net force of the band, 
as well as the insignia of the Swedish flag. 

His three bandmates were discovered 
five years ago through a local Science 
Olympiad competition. One was a fellow 
teacher, another one a retired scientist. The 

drummer, however, wasn’t connected to 
science at all. He claimed to have crossed 
paths at the Science Olympiad “just for the 
food and the cool experiments, man.” Nev-
ertheless, a bond was created, and shared 
love for heavy metal was treasure waiting 
to be found. 

Immediately, the band first began to 
write their first song. Mr. Baker had this 
idea for their first hit, derived from his 
tedious yet satisfying style of ensuring 
his students would know how to do force 
problems in their sleep. The song “Draw 
Your Force Diagram” starts out with a man 
repeating the word “force,” gradually get-

ting louder and louder, until Mr. Baker 
yells “Draw your force diagram, 

now!” The song lasts 20 minutes, 
and can go on for about an hour 

when performed live, due to 
epic guitar solos and strug-
gling to find the right answer 
to a physics problem. 

Junior Daniel Eddy, 
an AP Physics student last 
year, wasn’t surprised to 
discover the news about 
the band. “[Mr. Baker] is 
kooky, and he’s kind of con-

fusing, but very ambitious. He 
was the star baseball player [in 

high school], and I wouldn’t get 
that from him,” he said. “I have no clue 

why people don’t know more about this. 
It’d be interesting to see that side of him 
if he performed a concert at El Camino,” 
he concluded when asked if he’d watch a 
show. Eddy speaks for many others who 
know Baker, and this band is sure to not 
disappoint.
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